OHIO BUREAU OF MOTOR VEHICLES SELECTS CBOSS TO BUILD THE
‘NEXT GENERATION’ OPLATES VEHICLE REGISTRATION SYSTEM
For Release – April 16, 2009
BOARDMAN, Ohio - CBOSS today announced that the Ohio Department of Public
Safety’s Bureau of Motor Vehicles (ODPS-BMV) has awarded it a new contract to
design, develop and host the ‘next generation’ solution for OPLATES, Ohio’s online
vehicle registration and renewal system.
OPLATES (www.OPLATES.com) is a web-based vehicle registration system that
CBOSS developed, designed and currently hosts at its network operations center in
northeast Ohio. Since CBOSS delivered the system to go live in 2000, it has been used
by millions of private citizens and businesses to renew vehicle and fleet registrations and
order specialty plates. In the 2008 calendar year, OPLATES processed close to one
million transactions.
“We are delighted that ODPS has awarded us a new contract to deliver the next
generation of OPLATES,” said Doug Carr, CBOSS general manager. “By providing
reliable and proven technologies that deliver the most current functionalities, we can
help the BMV provide the highest level of service to their customers. We are pleased to
once again have the opportunity to work with the OPLATES team on this next generation
of OPLATES services.”
CBOSS will design a new architecture for both the OPLATES web and interactive
voice response (IVR) applications using the latest and most secure software tools and
services. The new system will feature even greater flexibility and scalability to ensure
optimal performance and support for new features, services and increased traffic. The
OPLATES system will use the CBOSS Central Payment Portal to process all payment
transactions for renewals and new plate orders.
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About CBOSS
From enterprise software solutions to managed services, CBOSS specializes in
the design and implementation of business process automation and e-payment solutions
using industry-standard software platforms and tools. Since 1994, businesses and
governments have looked to CBOSS, www.CBOSS.com, to deliver feature-rich services
and solutions that are cost effective, secure and which are seamlessly integrated into an
existing infrastructure. Over 700 companies and institutions have used CBOSS software
solutions, hosting and managed services. CBOSS is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner.
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